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Introduction
Welcome To Dalaslaget 2024 Winter event.

We hope that you'll have an excellent time during the event. Feel free to contact
us at kontakta.dalaslaget@gmail.com or reach out to us at our homepage or at

the official FB page for any questions you might have prior to the event.

This is a 2500 points event, using the rules from the Warhammer Fantasy
Battles Rulebook (8th Edition), related Army Books, with the most recent

F.A.Q. and rules clarifications available, alongside the modified Triple Crown
Comp -system as provided via the www.dalaslaget.se homepage.

The following factions and army lists are allowed at this event:

Beastmen (using their 7th Ed. AB), Bretonnia (using their 6th Ed. AB), Chaos Dwarfs (The Legion of

Azgorh from Tamurkhan), Daemons of Chaos, Dark Elves, Dwarfs, High Elves, Lizardmen, Ogre

Kingdoms, Orcs and Goblins, Skaven (using their 7th Ed. AB), The Empire, Tomb Kings, Vampire

Counts, Warriors of Chaos, Wood Elves



General Information
Regarding Proxies

Third party and ‘proxy’ models are allowed as long as it is clear to your opponents what the
model(s) is/are now representing. In short; if you have made an effort to do something
cool it will likely be fine. If you are planning on using any proxy or third party models
please send some photos to kontakta.dalaslaget@gmail.com ahead of submitting your list
so that we can confirm we that the models can be used for this event.

We understand certain models are hard to come by now and that may mean you need to use
others; we don’t have an issue with this. Sending us pictures ahead of time simply ensures
we are completely clear on what you want to use as what, and this helps to ensure the
event runs smoothly.

If you arrive with proxy/third party models which you have not sent us pictures of prior to
your list being submitted, we may ask you to remove these and play your games without
them. This NOT something we want to do, or think we will need to do, but it is
something which we think will help ensure the event is enjoyable for everyone.

What should I bring?

Reference Materials
This is a 2500 points event, using the rules from the Warhammer Fantasy Rulebook 8th
Edition, related army books, with the most recent F.A.Q. and rules clarifications available,
alongside the modified Triple Crown Comp -system.



Building your army
So now the fun starts, getting your army together!

This is a 2500 point, closed list event.

Please be aware that your army lists will need to have the following:

Your list needs to be submitted to the organizers by the end of

31st January 2024
Late submission will result in a 5 Tournament Point deduction from your final score.

This event will be using the 25% Lords and Heroes allowance as per the original
Warhammer Fantasy 8th Edition rulebook (please ignore the change to this in the latest
FAQ).

The army selection rules in End Times: Archaon will not be used.

All Special Characters will be allowed, with the exception if you use a single lord choice, this
choice may exceed the normal 25% points allowance. IE. Lord Mazdamundi or Malekith
on Seraphon.



As we said right at the start this event will be using a roll call comp system; however even if
you are already familiar with this system make sure you pay special attention below as we
have made some changes to it.

We are aiming for that unrestricted, out of the box feeling but we want to ensure everyone
has a good time as well, so the system reflects that. It is as follows:

Comp Scores and Match Making
Your first round opponent will be semi-random. In your first game you will be matched
based on your comp scores and your travel company. Swiss pairing will match opponents
after round one.

At the end of the tournament your comp score will be added or subtracted as appropriate
from your gaming score to give you your final tournament score and ranking.

Highlander
If your army includes no duplicate choices of any kind, you receive a bonus to your comp
score. The bonus is different for each faction and is known as the Highlander comp.

Please note that the same unit entry with different equipment DOES count as a duplicate
choice for the purposes of Highlander.

the Comp



The following Common Magic Items incur the following comp points:

The following criteria incur the following comp points if they are met:

Units (not characters or single models) that cost over a certain points value will incur comp
points as per the list below.

In addition, certain choices available to many armies incur the following comp points.

On the following pages you will find the individual army comp. Each page will cover a
different army and will have all the army-specific comp which applies in addition to the
comp above.

Generic Comp
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